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As a result of a review on December 13, 1989, approximately 99 mechanical snubbers were
determined not to have been functionally tested before their installation. These
snubbers were installed on units 1, 2, and 3 systems between 1982 and 1985.

i The cause of this event was procedures that did not clearly specify the post-
modification testing required for new snubbers. When it was identified that a
functional test was not specified as a postmodification test by the design changes for
the new snubbers, there was uncertainty whether preservice test requirements were met.

| Additionally, Browns Ferry Technical Specifications do not require functional testing
of new snubbers before their installation.

,

A voluntary report is submitted since the possibility of installing inoperable snubbers
as the result of not performing functional testing at other plants could have
significant consequences.

Although there are no regulatory, code, or site administrative requirements to
functionally test mechanical snubbers before their installation, TVA considers it to be

| a good practice. The applicable site procedure will be revised to require functional
' testing of snubbers before their installation. A ten percent representative sample of
i. the 33 unit 2 new mechanical snubbers has been functionally tested and determined to
| have been capable of performing their intended function. The remaining unit 1, 2,

|. and 3 new mechanical snubbers that were not functionally tested have been placed into
|. the population of existing snubbers for ongoing functional testing in accordance with
| the Technical Specification Inservice Inspection Requirements.
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' DESCRIIIl0N OF EVEliI

As a result of a review on December 13, 1989, approximately 99 mechanical
snubbers in units 1, 2 and 3 were determined not to have been functionally
tested before their installation. These snubbers were installed between 1982
and 1985 on systems including core spray [BG), residual heat removal (B0],
reactor core isolation cooling [BN), high-pressure coolant injection [BJ), and
main steam-.[SB] systems. The postmodification testing specified by the design
changes for these snubbers was a visual inspection in accordance with American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 'AGME),
Section XI.

Upon discovery of the event, a review of the regulatory, code, and site
administrative documents was initiated to determine the proper postmodification
testing requirements. These snubbers were considered to be new snubbers, rather
than replacements, in that they'had not been previously placed in service and

-were additions to the existing systems. Postmodification testing of new
snubbers is required to be consistent with the applicable industry code and does
not require functional testing before placing new snubbers into service. The
applicable industry code for postmodification testing of snubbers is ASME
Section XI, which requires only a visual inspection of new mechanical snubbers.
Consequently, there are no code or plant administrative requirements to
functionally test new mechanical snubbers before their installation.
Additionally, the Browns Ferry Technical Specifications do not require
functional testing before placing new snubbers into service.

The event was reviewed for reportability determination in accordance with site
procedures. A review of the event by the Shif t Technical Advisor determined
that the event could be conservatively interpreted-to be reportable in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(1), and an four-hour, nonemergency i

inotification was made to NRC on December 29, 1989. TVA has subsequently
determined that the event is not reportable in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72
or 50.73 since the technical specifications do not require functional testing of
new mechanical snubbers before their installation.

A voluntary report is submitted since the possibility of installing inoperable
snubbers as the result of not performing functional testing at other plants
could have significant consequences.

At the time the event was discovered, units 1 and 3 were defueled, and unit 2 ;

was in cold shutdown with fuel in the reactor vessel and the head removed. '!
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CAUSL.0F EVENT

The cause of this event was procedures that did not clearly specify the
postmodification testing required for new snubbers. When it was identified that
a functional test was not specified as a postmodification test by the design

h changes for the new snubbers, there was uncertainty whether preservice test
requirements were met.

ANALYS_IS OF EVENT
.

Snubbers are designed to prevent unrestricted pipe or component motion under
dynamic loads resulting from an earthquake or severe transient, but allow for
normal thermal motion during startup and shutdown. Performance of preopera- '

Lional testing establishes the operability of the snubber before placing it in
service. Not performing adequate testing could result in the installation of an
inoperable snubber. Operation with an_ inoperable snubber (s) would result in an
increase'in the probability of structural damage to piping or components.

Ilowever, the new mechanical snubbers were determined to be capable of performing
their intended function based on the required visual testing of each snubber
performed at installation and the successful functional tests of a ten percent
representative sample of the 33 unit 2 new mechanical snubbers. Therefore, this ;

event had no potential safety significance.
~

CQRRECTIVE ACTIONS _

Upon discovery of the event, a review was initiated to determine the proper
postmodification testing requirements. It was determined that there are no
regulatory, code, or plant administrative requirement to functionally test new
snubbers before_their installation. The current site procedure regarding
postmodification testing was revised before the discovery of this event to
recommend such testing. This procedure will be revised to require functional
testing _of new snubbers before their installation.

A ten percent representative sample of the 33 unit 2 new mechanical snubbers has
been functionally tested and determined to have been capable of performing their
intende'd function. The remaining unit 1, 2, and 3 mechanical snubbers that were
not functionally tested have been placed into the population of existing
snubbers for ongoing functional testing in accordance with the Technical
Specification Inservice Inspection Requiremente.
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EREY.1.0US SIti1MILEVIliTS

LER 260/87007,R1 discusses an event due to the failure to specify
postmodification testing in the design change. That event involved the
inability of the drywell control air primary containment isolation valves-to
close on the loss of motive air. The corrective actions for that cause included
administrative programs to ensure design changes specify postmodification !

testing and are reviewed by cognizant personnel. Although functionally testing

[ the valves to close on the loss of motive air is currently addressed by the
Browns Ferry Technical Specification Surveillance Requirements, the valves were
not addressed by the technical specifications at the time of that event. The
programmatic corrective actions taken in the previous similar event were
implemented after the snubber design changes associated with this event were i

'issued.

COMtilIMENI '

;

The site procedure regarding postmodification testing will be revised by
March 30, 1990,- to require funcitonal testing of new snubbers before their
installation.

I

" Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text.

as [XX].
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